


tent entomologists that while the locusts are flying (and they find 

it more and more difficult to remain airborne as they don't eat in 

the air), the activity radii diminish. Individual insects are now 

capable of leaving the mass somehow, and the swarm alights. As long 

as the activity radii exceeds the main distance between individuals, 

the swarm cannot even settle; its only alternative is to be "on the 

wing". To enable the swarm to alight, the individual activity radius 

must become smaller than the radius of density. 

This is a verbal, "literary", "conceptual" model, if you please. Can 

it be considered a problem formulation, and does this problem belong 

to this seminar? I cannot tell for sure. But there is one thing I am 

quite sure of. Unless professional mathematicians start talking with 

professional biologists, very many problems will be getting poor 

solutions, if any, or it will take much time for them to be solved. 

There is yet another point to the subject. Mathematics is an extremely 

expensive science. Extremely. That is why a branch having only one 

application is horribly inefficient. One is accustomed to having a 

particular field of mathematics cooperate with a particular field of 

biology, say, with neurophysiology. This is exactly the snag. And one 

can be quite sure there are challenging problems at all levels of the 

structural organization of the biosphere to be tackled with the same 

mathematical tools. 

Let me give you one more example. Imagine a forest burnt over a vast 

area. The process which arises thereafter is called "succession". 

There arises a succession series. Weeds come first, then herbs, bushes, 

young birches, and then pine or fir trees reaching a quasi-stable 

level typical for that region. It is a climax association, as it is 

called by the biologists. Now, what happens next? The stages along 

which the succession had been developing are observed in the nature 

climax association as well. There are glades with the same weeds, 

herbs, bushes and young birch trees there, too. The time stages now 

seem to have been transformed to a spatial wavy mosaic. One is 

tempted to say they are transformed "proportionally". And I am great- 

ly tempted to say that we have an ergodic situation here and the 

grounds for digging into ergodicity. No one has been thinking about it, 

as far as I know. I believe there are many similar examples. 
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It seems I have managed to deliver a greeting, and now I'd like to 

express a wish. There are internal stimuli for development in any 

science, particularly in mathematics. An element of sport, of inner 

competition with one's human self, with nature, against the reluc- 

tance of the subject or a theorem, is extremely important in mathe- 

matics. It is probably more impelling than in any other science: it 

can actually be compared with the inner drive of a sportsman wishing 

and willing to jump the highest. And it's good. But I think one 

shouldn't stop at that. In any research there comes a moment of 

crisis. A researcher can see there is a nice theorem but its further 

generalization does not seem to be worth the toil. This is the si- 

tuation when one should talk with competent biologists. The biolo- 

gists may suggest unexpected applications, unforseen angles, which 

may be mathematical, also. 

Thus, this is perhaps a social demand: talk with the biologists - 

this is in your own interests. Every success to your Seminar. 

Thank you. 


